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www.Aacrity-Services.com
**COMPANY**

We provide more than muscle and equipment....we provide the expertise you need to ensure that you are operational after the project.

**SERVICES**

Turn-key Relocations  
Vertical Relocations  
Secure Relocations  
Classified Relocations

**WHAT WE DO**

Advice  
Planning  
Calculating  
Consulting  
Implementation  
Calculating & Forecasting  
Coaching  
Planning  
Testing

**Unique Service Offerings**

None of our competitors will guarantee you that each person who handles your equipment is an experienced computer expert, as well as a physically fit, highly motivated, hard working mover! Managed by a seasoned server expert, and backed by structural engineers, logistics & insurance experts.

Specialized Services for large & international customers.

Our security services can enhance stakeholder confidence of cross event physical or data integrity.

We specialize in providing services where un-archive-able and/or classified data must be relocated. We understand that complex data domains may span devices, or be significantly implemented through configurations

We are the most experienced and competent riggers in the IT Field.

Vertical relocations are a combination of indoor rigging, expert personnel, engineering expertise! Equipment is moved temporarily to facilitate physical operations.

Vertical relocations allow major upgrades, such as floor replacement, re-cabling, or cooling system changes, during live operations.
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